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About This Game

Protect your planet from alien invaders in this unique RTS experience

Reposition Satellites and Manually dictate their targets

Manage your Energy reserves to send Satellites into orbit or unleash Planetary Powers

Balance the Strengths of each unique Satellite against the weaknesses of aliens

Key Features

Campaign Mode: 5 Planets, 5 levels each!

3 Challenge Levels: Put your tactical satellite skills to the test! Each level features a unique challenge which puts a spin
on the Orbit formula.

Perfection is possible: Each Campaign & Challenge level features a unique (non-random) sequence of aliens which
assault your planet, and a unique set of available Satellites with which to fight them off. By learning the sequence in
which enemies attack, it is possible to defend against enemies in an optimal manner and get a 3 Star Rating.
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4 Endless Modes: Go for the high-score as you fend off an infinite swarm of aliens. These modes auto-save after each
wave you complete, so you never lose your progress.

Steam Leaderboards: Compare your Campaign, Challenge, and Endless score totals against players from around the
World

Unique Satellites + Enemies: Every Satellite has it's role, every enemy has its weakness. No single Satellite or enemy is
just a stronger version of another; this is a game about strategy, not brute-force one-upmanship.

Dynamic Difficulty: The better you get at the game, the more the Spawner Systems will challenge you. Replaying
Campaign levels will get more difficult the better you get at them.

Designed for Desktop: Optimized for Mouse/Keyboard; Orbit: Satellite Defense has shed it's mobile past. Features
Keyboard shortcuts for all on-screen buttons. Manual Targeting has been assigned to Right-Mouse button to eliminate
the Satellite pop-up Menu, streamlining the overall gameplay experience.
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Title: Orbit: Satellite Defense
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Bluish-Green Productions
Publisher:
Bluish-Green Games Inc.
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP 3, Vista, 7

Processor: Intel(R) Core 2 Duo (TM) 2.0 GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Mobile Intel(R) 965 Express Chipset Family

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 35 MB available space

English
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Trading card steamulator. gay\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665paywall. its prety damn good at what it does. fixed the scenario
editor so is all good. Dear Future Straima,

Welcomes to my gamey reviewic! You should joinify our pilgrimage for ninjaraka powa! We are lazidicating da Queenis, but
there are manily of them and we cannot stoppy 'til they are all deads. Beholdify my listy of reasonings you should buys the game
now, he heesh...

Straimium Immortaly has manily unlockables that can majorily changify the wayic you plays the gamey. Discoverise new
playable characters. Unlockify new gamily modes. Unlockify cheatys!

The gamey is fulfilled with subtily puzzlings you have to uses your brainic to solvify. It will take yonks, hehe!

Choosify your favorite hatty to wears in the Cubicus! Takies a break to plays a mini gamey at the shop. Buys your favorite
items. Which holey will you puts your keyic in?

If you finds the gamey visually disorientifising, druggies can help, kiddo. Just sits back and enjoyify the pretty colories as time
slowies down. OK, you can buys the gamey now, pleases. He he heesh...

-Your Fellowly Straima
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This is the PC port of a mobile game adaptation of one of the best board games around.

What's the game about? You're a TRUCKER IN SPAAAAACE. But you're not just flying any old truck through space, you're
flying a precarious structure that you've bolted together yourself out of prefab homes and sewerage components!

Start with a main crew cabin, bolt on some cargo holds, maybe some guns, definitely an engine...of course there are multiple
connector types for joining components, so it can be a bit harder than you'd think to find a component that will plug in.

Once it's all duct-taped together, you fly it through space! Get smashed up by asteroids, shot at by pirates, kidnapped by slavers,
and watch your carefully crafted ship get mangled in hilarious ways.

I bought this for the multiplayer, but so far I've been too engrossed in the single player campaign to try the multiplay.. hi just
wanna say i really like the game but it tends to freeze alot when a window pops up. This is a terrible port of a very fun
XBLA\/PSN game. No controller support or Steam matchmaking. No 1080p resolution either. poor poor poor. giff sing player
profile KappaRoss. I actually got this game with certain expectations, but the dev's actually surprised me. The game is cool for a
card game and I can't wait to see the future of this game. It has a lot of potential and when the Dev's work on the mechanics a
bit more, add a bit more complexity [like with card mechanics] as well as a larger card list, this could actually be a game I play
daily! I'm a big fan of Magic the gathering primarily because of the complexity of the game and how at some points a turn could
have soo much going on based on each players playing style.
Some of the things I would like to see in the future are:
A campaign of some sort and/or other game modes like 2v2 or different versions of the game like how Magic the Gathering has
Commander/Archenemy/Planechase. It really doesn't have to be complicated, but something different from the typical card
videogames that are out atm would be cool. [Monster Monpiece and games like that - I like it but it's too yugioh-esque with the
happy storyarch]
Stronger multiplayer connectivity. It may be the number of players so far for the game, but I have a tough time finding actual
opponents.
Co-op/Vs friends. I am going to recommend this game to some of my friends and I hope to see a system added where I can play
against or with friends.
===
The game isn't perfect and I do have a couple of things I don't like or understand as to why they are in it though.
Turn timers. I understand in a player vs player match a timer could be necessary, but I think it would be better if that were an
optional thing. I would suggest giving it a toggle setting for those of us who like to take our time thinking on what we are going
to do during the turn.
Simplicity is my biggest problem with the game. The cards abilities are extremely simple which can be both good and bad.
There will always be a need for vanilla [plain] cards in any card game, but the cards that do have effects so far are very simple
and often make it feel like using a certain card is required or just pointless. This may change in updates to come so I won't
assume anything yet. The ability to make different kinds of decks with different win strategies would be the best route for this
game in my opinion, but we'll see where the Dev's take this.
Aside from those two being my biggest problems with the game, the only other things I would like to see change are the color
layouts and music. The music is soothing, but a little more variety or even making that moddable as well would be interesting.
Maybe instituing a playlist option would be interesting. As far as the color layout, it feels too dark. I feel like the cards glare in
contrast to the background and it makes it a bit of a pain to stare at for too long. This could also be a setting option that could be
instituted.

Other than those few miniscule problems the game is worth getting. The potential is there, and the Dev's seem to show that they
care about their game! This is growing rare in the gaming industry and it is nice to see Dev's who listen to their audience and try
to improve the game! I give it a 8/10 for it potential and look forward to where it goes from here.. horrible...
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